Experimental studies on a lethal gene (1) in the Mexican axolotl, Ambystoma mexicanum.
1. Gene ł is a recessive lethal factor found in the white strain of axolotls. Animals heterozygous for the gene are phenotypically normal. When mated with each other they give offspring 25% of which exhibit the lethal effects of the gene. 2. The ł/ł homozygotes develop normally to an advanced embryonic stage (Harrison stage 40) before the effects of the gene are first manifested. They then come to display a characteristic combination of abnormalities, including a disproportionately small head, small and poorly developed eyes, abnormal poorly developed gills, undifferentiated limb buds, and reduced overall growth rate. They may feed briefly, but soon stop and invariably die within a few weeks of the time of hatching. 3. The action of gene ł has been analyzed by parabiosing mutant and normal embryos, and by grafting various organ primordia reciprocally between mutant and normal embryos. Parabiosis to normal embryos fails to correct the abnormalities of the mutants, although their survival may be somewhat prolonged. Grafts of mutant organ primordia (eye, limb, gill, pronephros, gonad, head) also invariably fail to show improved development or to survive on normal hosts; normal organ primordia develop normally on mutant hosts so long as the mutant survives. These experiments indicate that gene ł is a recessive autonomous cell lethal affecting all of the organ systems during late embryonic and early larval development.